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What draws children in to any space? Bright colors, fun designs, of
course toys and an overall feeling of fun. A welcoming children’s
area makes kids excited to use the library for more than just books.
They enjoy playing with toys and interactive pieces they don’t
have at home. From using computers, to puppet shows, to train or
Lego tables, bringing education through play in a library space
allows children to learn and prepare for the start of their
educational careers. Remember, today’s child patrons turn in to
tomorrow’s donors.



SENSORY STORYWALL®

The UK's leading manufacturer and supplier of library 
shelving and furniture is now being manufactured in the 
US! With unique designs and bright colors, these pieces 

will make any Children’s Area bright and fun! 



When TMC Furniture hit the library furniture market, they hit it with some
unique children’s furniture. While they now have a strong foothold in
adult furnishings as well, they are constantly reshaping and growing
their children’s lines. From tables, seating, reading nooks, book bins,
end panels, educational pieces and displays, they are a great place
to start in our Children’s brochure.



TMC’s Learn Play line touches more in to the educational side of
furnishing a children’s area. With play structures that promote sensory
play, problem solving and coordination to interactive panels, puppet
theaters and storage to keep all these accessories in. We can truly
outfit the entire space to bring in education from more than just books.



3branch’s Discovery is a play table with an interchange top that can
be Lego, Lego Duplo, train tracks, Tinker Toy and/or an LED Lightbox
top. It comes in a full size, or a mini size and has built in storage. It’s a
really great free play table option!



Fomcore manufactures high quality
foam pieces that are durable, soft,
bright and fun.
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Muzo offers a variety of mobile, folding and
nesting tables that can easily be moved and
stored to make space for story time or another
activity. Replace the tables with the Donut or
Fomcore’s Lilly cushion for a fun, more
comfortable floor seating.
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